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Role of Elastic Scattering in Electron Dynamics at Ordered Alkali Overlayers on Cu(111)
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Scanning tunneling spectroscopy of p�2� 2� Cs and Na ordered overlayers on Cu(111) reveals similar
line widths of quasi-two-dimensional quantum well states despite largely different binding energies.
Detailed calculations show that 50% of the line widths are due to electron-phonon scattering while
inelastic electron-electron scattering is negligible. The mechanism of enhanced elastic scattering due to
Brillouin zone backfolding contributes the remaining width.
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In many-electron systems ubiquitous interactions be-
tween quasiparticles such as electron-electron, electron-
phonon or electron-magnon scattering are present and
cause inelastic scattering. Elastic scattering is introduced
by boundaries and defects such as, e.g., randomly placed
adsorbates. The line shapes in electron spectroscopies are
affected by these scattering processes and reflect the cor-
responding quasiparticle lifetimes. From an experimental
point of view, electronic states which are localized at
surfaces are directly accessible with photoelectron spec-
troscopies as well as scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS). Consequently, these techniques are widely used to
probe electron dynamics at surfaces [1–11].

An intringuing situation occurs when an extended or-
dered overlayer changes the periodicity of the surface. In
reciprocal space, this corresponds to a mapping of the
Brillouin zone of the pristine surface onto that of the
overlayer (which is usually smaller) and results in back-
folding of electronic bands. This can lead to closing
of energy gaps in the surface Brillouin zone with drastic
consequences for the electron dynamics at the inter-
face.

Here, in a combined experimental and theoretical study,
we analyze the processes that contribute to the width of
quantum well states (QWS’s) in Cs and Na overlayers on
Cu(111). We achieve quantitative agreement between low
temperature STS experiments and simulations of tunneling
spectra using detailed calculations of the electronic struc-
ture of the surface and of the line width. The width of the
QWS is shown to have significant contributions from the
elastic width that appears as a result of the coupling to
substrate states and from the inelastic electron-phonon
scattering whereas inelastic electron-electron interaction
is of minor importance.

For the present studies, STS offers the advantages of
adequate energy resolution and the ability to identify
defect-free surface areas. The lifetime broadening of sur-
face states is extracted from STS measurements through a
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line shape analysis of conductance spectra [2]. Clean
Cu(111) surfaces were prepared by standard Ar� bom-
bardment and annealing cycles. Cs and Na were deposited
from commercial dispensers (SAES Getters, Cologne,
Germany) onto the sample at room temperature at rates
of � 0:5 ML min�1 as monitored with a quartz microba-
lance. We define one monolayer (ML) as one alkali atom
per one Cu atom of the unreconstructed Cu(111) substrate.
In the Cs case, a clear p�2� 2� low-energy electron dif-
fraction (LEED) pattern at room temperature [12,13] was
used as additional indication of a 0.25 ML coverage. After
preparation, samples were transferred to a scanning tun-
neling microscope (STM) and cooled to temperatures of
4.6–9 K. Spectroscopy of the differential conductance
(dI=dV) was performed on homogeneous areas using a
lock-in amplifier and adding a sinusoidal modulation (6
and 14 mVpp for Cs and Na, respectively) to the sample
voltage. This results in an additional broadening [2] of the
spectral feautures of 2.5 meV and 0.4 meV for Na and Cs,
respectively. However, these values are comparable or
smaller than the estimated experimental uncertainties of
�3 and�2 meV for Na and Cs, respectively, and therefore
we did not deconvolute the data.

Figure 1 displays dI=dV spectra (dots) of p�2� 2� Cs
and Na layers. Sharp rises of the conductance at
E0 � 40 meV and E0 � 410 meV correspond to the min-
ima of the quantum well state bands of Cs and Na over-
layers, respectively. The width of the rise �, which is
related to the inverse lifetimes of the these states [2], is
similar in both cases. This observation is surprising in view
of the large difference in binding energy which, in a simple
picture, should cause widely different electron-electron
(e-e) scattering. However, our calculations (solid lines in
Fig. 1 and data in Table I) show that inelastic e-e scattering
is unimportant. Electron-phonon (e-ph) scattering explains
only 50% of the line widths, while enhanced elastic scat-
tering, due to Brillouin zone backfolding, contributes the
missing 50%.
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FIG. 1. Comparison between measured (dots) and calculated
(lines) dI=dV curves for p�2� 2� structures of (a) Cs and (b) Na
on Cu(111). The solid lines include both the elastic and inelastic
contributions to the energy width, while the dashed lines include
only the inelastic one.
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The surface electronic structure of both systems has
been calculated using the density functional code VASP

[14]. These slab calculations provide the input structures
for the recursive calculation of the elastic width in the
semi-infinite medium, as described below. Projected aug-
mented waves [15] are used to describe the ionic cores and
a plane wave basis set for the valence electrons. The
exchange and correlation potential is treated in the gener-
alized gradient approximation [16]. We have checked the
convergency of the calculations with respect to the thick-
ness of the slab up to 10 layers of Cu. A k sampling
containing 14 inequivalent points was used for the self-
TABLE I. Linewidth contributions (in meV) of various scat-
tering channels: �elastic elastic, �e�e electron-electron, and �e�ph

electron-phonon scattering. �total is the resulting total width.
Experimental estimates ~� are determined from the width of
the rise � in dI=dV spectra as explained in the text.

�elastic �e�e �e�ph �total
~�

Cs 9.4 <0:1 7:5� 3 17� 3 18� 2
Na 7.4 0.4 9� 3 16:8� 3 16� 3
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consistent calculations of the �2� 2� superstructures. A
finer sampling, with up to 154 inequivalent points, was
used for the simulations of the tunneling spectra in order to
achieve the required energy resolution. The tunneling con-
ductance is calculated with a model that assumes a smooth
density of states of the tip around the Fermi level. Then, at
small positive sample bias, the energy dependence of the
conductance is determined by the sample density of states
[17]. The details of the model are described elsewhere [18].
In brief, we introduce an energy width (�m=2) of the states
when calculating the imaginary part of the surface Green
function, i.e., the surface local density of states (LDOS).
This width corresponds to a Lorentzian weight for each
state such that the surface LDOS is given by

��"; ~r� 	
1

�

X

m

j�m� ~r�j
2 �m=2

�"� "m�2 � ��m=2�2
: (1)

The eigenvalues ("m) and eigenfunctions (�m) are taken
from VASP, while the energy width (�m=2) is determined as
described below. The sum over m includes both a summa-
tion over the band index and an integration over paral-
lel momentum. The LDOS is calculated at 3 Å from the
alkali overlayer, where the electronic corrugation is negli-
gible, and it is dominated by the QWS band in the relevant
energy range.

For comparing the measured dI=dV data for the
p�2� 2� Cs structure on Cu(111) and the simulated spec-
trum we return to Fig. 1(a). No fitting parameter has been
used apart from a scaling factor for the calculated con-
ductance. The agreement between the data points and the
solid curve clearly shows the importance of the elastic
width in determining the shape of the spectrum at the onset
around 40 meV. Figure 1(b) displays a similar comparison
for a p�2� 2� Na film on Cu(111). In this case, the
calculated curves have been shifted by�18 meV to match
the experimental binding energy [19]. The shape of the
curve at the onset also agrees well with the measured data
in this case.

The adsorption of alkali adlayers in p�2� 2� super-
structures leads to a modification of the projected bulk
band structure of the substrate as shown in Fig. 2 along
the ��- �M direction. The inset displays the surface Brillouin
zones (SBZ’s) for a p�2� 2� overlayer and for a �1� 1�
substrate. In the overlayer case the energy gap near EF of
clean Cu(111) surface is closed due to the folding of bands
originally situated along the �M- �MCu and �MCu- �K0 symmetry
directions onto the ��- �M direction. The corresponding extra
corrugation of the Cu(111) surface due to the coupling
between the p�2� 2� adsorbate layer and underlying Cu
bulk states causes some mixing of the alkali induced QWS
at �� and substrate Cu states at the �MCu point of the �1� 1�
Brillouin zone. This serves as a source of elastic scattering,
which requires a quantitative analysis.

To calculate the elastic width of QWS’s we compute
the Green function of the combined system (adlayer plus
2-2
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FIG. 2. Dispersion of p�2� 2� Na and Cs quantum well states
in the ��- �M direction. Dark gray indicates bulk Cu states of the
�1� 1� SBZ, while light gray shows the closing of the gap
around �� after backfolding from the �M- �MCu and �MCu- �K0 direc-
tions onto ��- �M defined in the inset.
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semi-infinite substrate) with high precision in the surface
region. A localized basis set greatly simplifies this calcu-
lation, which is performed using recursive techniques. We,
therefore, use the SIESTA code [20], which utilizes a basis
set of numerical atomic orbitals [21]. The results for the
electronic structure are almost identical to those obtained
with VASP. With this local basis set the elements of the
Hamiltonian and overlap matrices between atoms that are
far apart (beyond� 15 �A in our case) are strictly zero. The
infinite system can now be divided in groups of layers
(‘‘slices’’) that only interact with the nearest neighbor
groups. The Hamiltonian matrix elements (Hjk) and over-
laps (Sjk) for orbitals in the surface slice, and its interaction
with orbitals in underlying layers, are obtained from the
slab calculation. The interactions in the inner slices are
taken from a calculation of bulk Cu. A common energy
reference is set by aligning the Fermi levels of both calcu-
lations. We now use the recursive relation

Gij�!;kk�
Hjk�kk� �!Sjk�kk�� 	 �ik (2)

to obtain the Green function in the surface region. We use a
method similar to that described in Ref. [22] to iteratively
solve this equation. The matrix elements are defined such
that G�r; r0;!;kk� 	 Gij�!;kk��i�r��j�r0�, where the �i

are the atomic orbitals and the sum over repeated indices is
assumed. Our strategy is then to project the Green function
onto a wave packet �R localized in the surface region. The
function Imfh�RjĜ�!�j�Rig exhibits well-defined peaks at
energies �R corresponding to the QWS of the overlayer.
The shape and position of these peaks are independent of
the selection of �R, as far as �R has predominant contri-
butions from the orbitals in the adsorbates. The peaks have
a Lorentzian shape with a width and position that can be
easily extracted using a least square fit [23]. Carrying out
this procedure for the two systems studied here we find
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values of the elastic width at �� equal to 9.4 meV and
7.4 meV for Cs and Na systems, respectively. The parallel
momentum dependence of the elastic width is rather weak
and does not introduce significant changes in the shape of
the calculated dI=dV spectra.

For both systems of interest we estimate the inelastic e-e
contribution (�e�e) to the QWS linewidth by using a model
in which the one-electron potential is constant in a plane
parallel to the surface and varies only in the direction z
perpendicular to the surface. We use here the parametrized
potential proposed in Ref. [24] for thin films adsorbed on
Cu(111). The parameters are fitted to reproduce the energy
E0 of the QWS and the first image potential state energy
E1. For E0 we take the values 42 meV and 408 meV for Cs
and Na, respectively, from the dI=dV curves. As E1 is not
known, we take E1 	 �0:60 eV (with respect to the vac-
uum level) for both systems. The variation of E1 from
�0:50 to �0:75 eV does not affect our conclusion on
inelastic �e�e contribution to the linewidth since the image
state is well separated in energy and in space from the
QWS. �e�e is calculated within the GW approximation [6]
by employing eigenfunctions and eigenenergies obtained
with this model potential. The computed �e�e values of
less than 0.1 and 0.4 meV in the Cs and Na systems,
respectively, demonstrate that inelastic e-e scattering pro-
vides only a small contribution to the QWS linewidth. This
latter fact reflects the difference between electrons and
holes; for electrons at the bottom of the QWS band the
intraband channel is completely absent, while it is most
important for holes [4].

Another inelastic contribution, the e-ph one, is found to
be important for the studied systems. As there is no infor-
mation on phonon dispersion in these systems, we make
two kinds of approximations to estimate this contribution.
First, we assume that the low frequency phonon spectrum
can be approximated by that of other system with similar
coverage on different surface orientations. Second, we
estimate the e-ph coupling constant � within reasonable
uncertainty limits. For p�2� 2� Cs=Cu�111� we use the
phonon dispersion data for a monolayer of Cs on Cu(100)
[25] which revealed a Cs induced flat optical mode around
the �� point with @! � 7:5 meV and two Cs induced
acoustic modes with @! 	 6 and 5 meV at the zone
boundary. Using the Einstein model [26] to treat a flat
optical phonon mode and 2- and 3-dimensional Debye
models [24] for the two acoustic modes, as well as a
value of � 	 0:18, we estimate �e�ph 	 7:5� 3 meV for
p�2� 2� Cs=Cu�111�. This value coincides with the maxi-
mum value � 	 0:15� 0:03 in bulk Cs [26]. The error bar
�0:06 covers the range from the minimum bulk value � 	
0:12 to the value � 	 0:24 for a monolayer of Na on
Cu(111) [27]. The former error bar also covers the results
obtained with different Debye models. For Na on Cu we
also assume that the measured maximum phonon fre-
quency for a monolayer of Na on Cu(100) can be applied
2-3
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to p�2� 2� Na=Cu�111�. Following Ref. [24] we use
� 	 0:24 and Debye energy @!D 	 18 meV yielding
�e�ph 	 9:0� 3 meV.

An overview of the different contributions to the line
width of the QWS at the �� point is presented in Table I.
The elastic contribution to the energy width accounts for
approximately 50% of the total width. The inelastic e-ph
contribution is comparable. However, the inelastic e-e
contribution is negligible. While experimental and calcu-
lated dI=dV spectra are compared directly in Fig. 1 ex-
perimental estimates ~� of the linewidth can also be
obtained from the width of the rise � in the spectra using
the approximate relation ~� 	 �2=���.

In summary, our combined experimental and theoretical
study shows that the dynamics of electrons at ordered
alkali overlayers on noble metal surfaces is determined
by the elastic width due to the coupling to the bulk con-
tinuum and by inelastic e-ph scattering. However, inelastic
e-e scattering does not play a role. The relative importance
of the elastic contribution for other ordered superstructures
will depend on details like the density of states at given
points of the substrate SBZ. Any change of periodicity in
going from the surface to the overlayer structure will lead
to a modification of the scattering channels that determine
the dynamics of electrons at the interface.
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